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KASTURIKA SHANKAR, IIT JAM BIOTECHNOLOGY, AIR 47 

 

"One big reason of my success is VPM Classes. The          
theory was very simple and covered full syllabus. I         
appreciate the fact that my full material was delivered on          
time and there was no delay. This helped me to start my            
preparation early. The study material provided in-depth       
knowledge of all topics. 

The material was very well organized and helped me cover          
each part topic wise. My parents are very happy about my           
selection in IIT. I suggest that more questions from 11th          
and 12th standard should be added as JAM paper was          
based on basic only. I want to become a scientist, so after            
my M.Sc. I will do research in my subject. 

Advice: Practice more and more questions from 11th &         
12th level. Brush up your concepts and revise your         
syllabus at least one time. Be regular in your studies."  

 
 
 
 
 

 



   
 

KAUSHAL, IIT JAM BIOTECHNOLOGY, AIR 10 

 

"Obviously i am very very happy with the result. I thank           
VPM Classes, specially the test series was very good. 

Advise: Be very strong in 11 and 12 class basics."  

 
 

MODHURA GANGULY , IIT JAM BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, AIR 105 

 

"I appeared in both Biological Science and biotechnology.        
The ALL INDIA TEST SERIES (AITS) for IIT JAM by VPM           
Classes was perfect fro me. The online tests were tougher          
than the actual paper, so it was an added advantage. Just           
knowledge is not enough, the ability to handle a 3 hour           
paper is very important, and that was given to me b AITS. 

Tips : Revision is most important as the syllabus is huge."  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



   
 

 

N. SUGANDHA , IIT JAM BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, AIR 89 

 

"MTP & JTP helped a lot in my preparation. My 90%           
success is because of VPM Classes. I had prepared for IIT           
JAM for 1.5 years and finally got through. I love biological           
sciences. The theory part can be improved. It had many          
mistakes but full marks to the question papers. The level          
of MTP was same as that of IIT JAM actual paper. After            
M.Sc. I will pursue Ph.D. and want to become a scientist. 

Advice: Love your subject. Only then you can achieve         
success. Prepare hard."  

 

 


